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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
“We need a method if we are to /nve.st/gate the truth of things. ”

This paper examines the art of diplomacy as an Instrument of national
power and Its relevance In a national security strategy for the post cold-war
world. A tall order given that there

IS

little consensus on how to best describe

the current international environment, nor agreement on what the obJectives of
our ,natlonal security strategy should be, or even consensus on the relative value
of tt;le traditional elements of national power. To proceed, a conceptual
framework or method

IS

needed to help navigate the Intellectual shoals of a

debate In progress. We can borrow from the German philosopher Hegel’ for our
framework and apply the tool of the dlalectrc (the clash of contradictory Ideas) to
exaylne diplomacy In the context of Realism and Idealism
an dpportunlty to sort through the facts bearing on our

Sub@

This method offers
and compare

theory with the actual practice of statecraft.
Idealism
Idealism and

its

academic predecessor Utopianism hold It possible to

harness human creativity (Ideas) to transform international society and achieve a
more stable and “Just” world. Ideas are considered to have a distinct power on
par with material elements of power such as military force. Therefore, the
Idealist believes that the statesman can wield Ideas to effect politIcal outcomes;
’ Descartes.Rene Rules for the Dlrecuon of our Satn e Intelligence
3

choice

IS

operative. The genesis of this school of thought was the carnage of

World War I

Leaders like President Woodrow Wilson were committed to

bullc/lng International lnstltutrons to constrain aggressive states and resolve
conflict before It could erupt into war. Idealism In Its many incarnations has at
Its core the central goal of preventing war. In various shades, It also seeks to
dllutk the sovereignty of the nation-state within a more powerful international
structure, The League of Nations was an attempt at such a structure
dealism
Realism In contrast focuses on the paramount position of the nation-state
In International relations

It accepts the posslbMy of conflict and attempts to

describe both the context and the patterns of conflict between nation-states
Realism then

IS

descrrptlve where Idealism

IS

prescriptive

Nation-states behave

like lndlvlduals and act out of self-interest and from perceptions formed from
dlredt observation. History for the realist

IS

a powerful influence and a source of

guld$nce on what to expect In nation-state relations

The need for a natlon-

stat6 to act pragmatically and with caution leads us back to the familiar ground
of nqtronal Interest, national security and balance of power polltrcs.
Defining Diplomacy
The substantive difference between the two schools (Realism and
Idealism)

IS

demonstrated In defining the art of diplomacy

While there are the

Inevitable academic variants, in its simplest expression diplomacy

’ Hegel. Georg Wlhelm Fxxednch PMosophy of kght (Oxford Clarendon. 1912)

IS

“the art and

practice of conducting negotlatlons between nations.” 3 In essence drplomacy

IS

I

communication, but communication with an objective
I
intent to achieve some purpose and It

IS

It has at its center the

In this purpose that our clash of Ideas

IS

mar/lfest The Idealist approaches diplomacy as a means to further a particular
worl,d-view and might modify the definltlon to, “the conduct of International
relations by negotiation rather than by force.” 4 A realist In contrast, such as
Henry Kissinger (at least as defined by hrs crrtrcs), would make the cntlcal
1
I
distihction that diplomacy IS, “the art of restraining the exercise of power.‘6 The
central difference

IS

the Idealists implred goal of the avoidance of the use of force

as ah end In and of Itself, and the realists not so Implied statement that behind
diplomacy (and the diplomat) lurks the force to compel what diplomacy cannot
achieve
Limits on states actions and what constitutes legitimate goals then,
becdmes a factor In building the conceptual framework (the international
environment> within which diplomacy operates. An Idealist would view the use
of force as a breach of International norms and could be expected to view such
an episode as a failure of the International system and by association, a farlure of
diplomacy

The realist however would view the escalation from diplomacy to

force as a natural progression and expression of relative power between the
parties in conflict.

3 Merriam-Webster Dlcuonaq Spnngfield Mass Memam-Webster 1971
’ Bemdge G R , Dlplomac~ Theov and Prachce (London Prenuce Hall Han ester Wheatsheaf 1995) 1
’ Kmmger Henq A A World Restored Castlerea& hiettemch and Restoratlon of Peace.1812-1822,
(Bostim Houghton-Mif&n. 1957). 2

These two contrasting vlel/vpolnts represent extremes containing between
thev a host of other theories

It

IS

my vIeIN that the vast malonty of these

lntetposlng theories, lrke Idealism, are prescnptlve rather than descriptive.
Realism stands alone In Its description of the world without an attempt to attach
a vector of movement to some new reality. The world

IS

what it

IS

Realism

des:nbes the stage and leaves to human creatlvlty and lmagmatron the writing of
the script The script can contain a hero and a villain, be tragic In Its outcome or
comic In Its conduct, actors can be major or merely bit players, but they share
the same stage and must all deal with the same physical limitations and
audlbnce As a side-note, the realist, contrary to popular myth

IS

not amoral, he

can harbor aspirations for a better world Just as vibrant as his estranged cousin
the idealist The realist however works within the existing system to achieve his
goals, the Idealist works to change the system.
I

I view the instrument of diplomacy In the context of realism, as a tool of

stat?craR tnseparably

/mked to cra@..ng the perception

Its w!ll to exert/se that power)
own people

It

IS

of a nat.on 3 power (and

in the minds of /t’s adversaries,

/t’s alles and it’s

therefore tied to the Instruments of power and aimed by

national Interest. It

IS

not Itself an element of national power, that

IS,

when

sepa,rated from interest and metaphorlcally at rest, rt holds no rntrlnslc value; as
compared say, to untapped (but known) natural resources

Paradoxrcally

however, when active It has the potential to act both as catalyst or Inhibitor,
either synerglstlcally Increasing a nations power out of proportron to the sum of

6

the ~ndrvrdualcomponents of power, or squandering a nations power and
rendenng the calculatron of relative power drfficult. If relative power

IS

misperceived, It can prevent a nation from achieving Its Interests or make the
costs of strategy more costly; the war may be won and the peace lost.
CIn Environment, Interest and Character
To say one

IS

a realist

IS

not to describe the post cold-war world. Has the

world really changed so much that It requires us to reinvent our concept of
national power, our policy rnstrtutrons and our asprratrons and expectations In
order to navigate the coming years 3 I think It depends on where you’re slttrng.
To the vast malorlty of the world’s people very lrttle has changed

Ask the

refu;gees of the various conflicts embedded In the context of the cold-war, the
Angola’s, Nicaragua’s, and Lebanon’s If their world was more stable and peaceful
when the world was perceived to be In a bilateral balance of power. The fall of
the Oberlinwall and the subsequent turmoil In Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union definitely marks a transition to a new act, but the stage remains
unchanged. If anything, the star has exited the stage (for the moment, although
we intellectually know he

IS

Just off stage holding 20,000 nuclear weapons)

allowvlng us time to notice the performances of the supporting actors that were
there all the time but overshadowed by our concentratron on the main players.
The United States stands defined by our value system, a diverse
populatron, our unique geographic circumstance, and a culture shaped by history
and, experience. We have not changed much In two hundred plus years, as

7

evld?nced by the similarity of the issues and arguments first articulated by the
founding fathers and still under debate today pet-talnlng to our relationship to
and ‘with the world beyond our borders. I would argue that our national
Interests have remained, and will remain, relatively static based as they are on
our national self-image and character. Preservation of our polItIcal lnstltutlons
I
and ~terntonal Integrity, protection of our citizens, and pursuit of economic
security will remain the central features In our calculation of Interests
Separate from interest but Just as important, are those attributes of
character that tend to shape our interactions rn the world. Americans are
aggressive and Independent; we like to be out front and to solve problems

The

decline of the Soviet Union has freed our natural lnclmation to be more Involved
In the world

Americans are redlscovenng the world beyond our borders. It IS

this rediscovery, amplified by the visual impact of CNN and the compression of
time by modern transportation and communlcatlon technology that has stressed
I
our tradItIonal policy making Institutions It IS difficult for Americans, once
aware of a situation, not to prolect American involvement In the resolution of
whatever cnsls IS occurring

Single Interest groups can capture the attention of

polItIcal leaders and drive the nation towards engagement without a prerequlslte
finding that our national interests are at stake. In short, the concept of national
Intetest, while valuable In deliberate policy formulation IS not sufficient to predict
American behavior in a response to crisis.

8

CHAPTERTWO
DIPLOMACY
We have a recent event that illustrates the complexity of drplomacy; the
20 hgust

1998 attacks on the pharmacological factory In Sudan and alleged

terrorist trarnlng camps rn Afghanistan. In this example we see the wide range
of levels In which drplomacy IS practiced.
Policy versus Execution
It IS Important to drstlngursh between the processes that formulate
drplomahc ObJeCtivesas part of a national strategv. Policy has two main origins;
policy derived from a deliberate planning process and that born out of reaction to
cnsrs We are generally famrllar with the deliberate process. Polrtrcal leaders run
on platforms that include foreign policy obJeCtives they believe are good for the
country and will be supported by the American public. Interagency relatronshrps,
bureaucratic decision-making and the personalrtres of key officials also contribute
to the official foreign policy objectives of the United States. Deliberate policy
formulatron IS predictable In Its need to craft consensus among a wide range of
interest groups and dovetail its ObJectives (ends) into the complex budgetary
mechanrsms (means) of the federal government

In the case of Sudan, the

deliberate policy process placed Sudan on the list of nations supporting terrorism
and iimposed a range of economic and polItIcal penalties In reaction to their
support for terrorist groups.

9

Formulation of policy, or the modiflcatlon of policy In the face of cnsls IS a
more’ fluid and unpredictable process. Unfettered from most of the normal
polltrcal and practical checks and balances, the need to take effective action can
lead to dramatic and sweeping policy change. In the case of Sudan, while It
could be argued we have long articulated a strong stand against terrorism, the
launching of ten’s of cruise missiles at a sovereign state who we are not at war
with IS clearly a departure from normal practice and represents a crisis reaction
It should be noted that while some policy goals may be public (protect
Americans, deny terrorists safehaven, hold states harboring terrorists
accountable), the implementing strategy that contains those goals (and most
llkelylother goals) will remain secret. This points to the first challenge of the
diplomat, to carry out the diplomatic mIssIon on both the private and public
stage and prosecute both overt and covert strategic Objectives.
Levels of Diplomacy
Diplomacy therefore takes place on several levels. There are the
everyday continuous functions of diplomacy that most Americans think of when
they think about an embassy; consular services, political reporting, and basic
representation to a Host Nation. In a mllltary context we would call these
funct)ons contlnulng actions. These responslbllltles exist Independent of our
specific relatlonshrp or agenda with the host nation and WIII not undergo malor
modlficatlon In response to cnsls or a change in American political leadership.

10

Public diplomacy ISJust that, public. It spans the range of press releases
and communique’s, attendance by diplomatic personnel at conferences and
social occasions, and the presence of our most senior cIvIlIan leaders at summits
I
designed to showcase relationships and political accomplishments.

It IS the overt

representation of our foreign policy and the “official face” of America presented
overseas.
Private diplomacy In contrast IS In many ways the most valuable level of
diplomacy

It recognizes the Importance of personal relatlonshlps and the

probablllty that In a one-on-one situation, removed from the Influence of staffs
and the press, two leaders or diplomats may forge an understanding upon which
I
public drplomacy may flourish

Private diplomacy occurs everyday and

everywhere that America has representation

It serves as a counterbalance and

adjunct to the assessments of the national intelligence communitv and gives
pokey makers In Washington a feel for the “possrble.” In the case of Sudan our
ablllty to benefit from personal diplomacy was severely constrained by our
closure of dlplomatlc mIssIons In Sudan and the withdrawal of envoys

It

IS

difficult to play a hand If you aren’t srtting at the table
Drientation
While labeling the world as unlpolar or multipolar IS of Ilmlted use, In the
case of describing diplomacy there IS value In making the dIstInctIon between
bilateral, multllateral and for lack of a better term, global orientations In
dIplomatIc conduct

11

~ Bilateral relations, the Interactions between two parties, are the oldest of
dIplomatIc orientations and still characterize a good deal of our diplomatIc
conduct

This IS especially true with our closest allies and most intense enemies,

those relations where we do not want the Interference of third patties no matter
how iwell intended
~ Multilateral relations, interactions between more than two parties can
have several origins

Alliances or coalitions are one example of multilateral

relations and are generally formed against something or someone. Issue based
mult$ateralism
IS

IS

increasing in importance as nations recognize common goals it

In itherr best Interests to address In a wider context; regional trade

IS

one such

example
Fllnally, global orientation occurs In reference to issues that effect virtually all
I
governments; the preeminent example IS the global environment. However, as
communrcatlons technologies continue to shrink our perception of what

IS

local

and ;what IS global It IS likely that global diplomacy will become a larger player In
our rnternational interactions.
Time
~ Time has been touched on already and IS clearly a factor that drives cnsls
1
diplomacy, It IS a scarce resource, finite and with no suitable substitute. Since
I
time! IS a finite resource It must be managed, not only In the traditional sense of
allociating time for tasks and setting time goals for long range Objectives, but
I
also’for the management of perceptions. Diplomacy can be thought of as

12

ocLprnng on three different time scales. Normal time, associated with the
roultine and continuing actions described earlier and the interagency formulation
of cjoky In the deliberate setting. Cnsls time, where actions appear to have
accelerated and where delays are perceived to exert a disproportional cost to the
effective resolution of the cnsls. Finally, there

IS

a transitional period where time

perceptions are osclllatlng as the Immediacy of the cnsls recedes and the policy
proless begins to transform cnsls decisions into deliberate policy
The phenomenon of time perception

IS

a key element In diplomacy. We

seek to rationalize our own perception, keeping it In perspective to our goals and
overall sltuatlon, while attempting to distort our opponents time sense to drive
negotlatlons to completion on our terms. It

IS

here that the psychologlcal tools

of amblgulty and uncertainty find their niche
Su+mary
American diplomacy must reconcile itself to representing a society that
celebrates diversity, encourages domestic polItIcal discourse, has enduring
natIonal Interests to protect, and has the resources to Indulge

its

natural

predllectlons to be a player on the world stage In matters other than rts vital
Interests. I would hesitate to label the world In which diplomacy acts as
unrpolar, multlpolar or bilateral In Its character, nor do I find It useful. The
world landscape

IS

one In which the United States enjoys unusual freedom and

this freedom brings both opportunity and risk. It

IS

our interactions with other

actors (nation-state, transnatlonal, or even Individuals) that must be correctly
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understood for diplomacy to contribute to a successful grand strategy. At times
our Interactions will be narrowly focused towards a single actor with little bleed
overt Into the sphere of other actors, at other times regional approaches designed
for simultaneous engagement will be preferred.
Diplomacy communicates not only our intentions In regard to specific
issues and crises; It declares the aspirations and expectations of the American
I
people Imphat behind Its message IS the full might and power of the United
States. If policy IS crafted well and the instruments of national power
synchronized towards the same objective, the chances for diplomacy to succeed
In persuading rts target (friend or foe) are great. In the event that the cost of
diplomacy (In time, risk, or resources) exceeds the threshold of acceptabllrty,
then strategy must provide for the appllcatlon of other means to achieve the
ends specified by policy

When this occurs, and history teaches this will be

more often than not, diplomacy does not cease to participate because threat of
I
force or the actual application of force has occurred, diplomacy remains engaged
and reinforces the Instrument In play.
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